Abstract. Using the Kuznetsov trace formula, we prove a spectral decomposition for the sums of generalized Dirichlet L-functions. Among applications are an explicit formula relating norms of prime geodesics to moments of symmetric square L-functions and an asymptotic expansion for the average of central values of generalized Dirichlet L-functions.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to advance understanding of the sums of the generalized Dirichlet L-functions
where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function and for n ∈ Z ρ q (n) := #{x (mod 2q) :
The function L n (s), which is nonzero only if n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4), can be regarded as a generalization of both the Riemann zeta-function and the Dirichlet L-function L(s, χ D ) for primitive quadratic character χ D .
If n = 0 we have L n (s) = ζ(2s − 1). If D is a fundamental discriminant, then
The main result of the paper is the following convolution formula. Furthermore, we prove the analytic continuation of (1.2) to regions containing the special points s = 1/2 and s = 1. This is of particular importance since special values of L n (s) arise naturally in various contexts, from the theory of modular forms to the Prime Geodesic Theorem.
First, the function L n (s) appears in the Fourier-Whittaker expansion of the combination of Maass-Eisenstein series of half-integral weight and level 4 at cusps 0 and ∞. See [7, 9, 17] .
Second, L n (s) was studied by Zagier [21] in relation to the zeta function
where for the full modular group Γ the outer sum is over all Γ-equivalence classes of forms φ of discriminant δ and the inner sum is over equivalence classes of pairs of integers modulo the group of automorphs of the form φ. In particular, Zagier constructed a modular form whose Fourier coefficients are infinite linear combinations of the zeta functions ζ(s, δ) and proved that the Petersson inner product of the resulting modular form with an arbitrary primitive cusp form is the corresponding Rankin-Selberg zeta function. Furthermore, using the theory of binary quadratic forms, Zagier showed that ζ(s, δ) = ζ(s)L δ (s).
Finally, Zagier proved the analytic continuation and the functional equation
In the subsequent paper [11] , Kuznetsov investigated the relation between L n (s) and the Selberg trace formula. More precisely, the main result of [11] is a new version of the trace formula, where a series involving L n 2 −4 (1) replaces the sum over primitive hyperbolic classes of the modular group. Most importantly, Kuznetsov proved that
where Ψ Γ (x) = N P ≤x Λ(P ), NP is the norm of the hyperbolic conjugacy class {P } and Λ(P ) = log NP 0 if {P } is a power of the primitive hyperbolic class {P 0 }. Equation (1.10) turns out to be of crucial importance in the study of the Prime Geodesic Theorem. Using (1.10), Bykovskii [4] proved the Prime Geodesic Theorem in short intervals. Moreover, the proof of Soundararajan and Young [18] of the best known (up to date) error term in the classical Prime Geodesic Theorem is based on (1.10).
In addition, the special value L n 2 −4 (1) serves as a connecting link between prime geodesics and Kloosterman sums. Namely, [18, Theorem 1.3] states that for ω smooth, even, compactly supported function such that ω(x) = 0 if |x| ≤ 2 we have
where the sum {P } is over all hyperbolic conjugacy classes, tr(P ) is the trace of conjugacy class {P } andω(y) is the Fourier transform of ω(x). Note that the convergence of the sums over q and l in equation (1.11) is not obvious. For this reason, as indicated by the authors of [18] , the formula (1.11) may not be useful for applications. This difficulty can be overcome by further investigation of the corresponding sums of Kloosterman sums, which is one of the results of the present paper.
Theorem 1.2. Let ω(x) be as in Theorem 1.1 with a 1 > 2. Then
where Z H (s), Z D (s) are defined by (1.5), (1.6) and
Finally, the special value of (1.1) at the point s = 1 appears in the elliptic part of the Arthur-Selberg trace formula, as has been shown by Altug in [1, Eq. 4] .
Another special value L n 2 −4l 2 (1/2) is also related to some important problems in analytic number theory. There are several reasons for inquiring into investigation of the sums
for some specified function ω(n).
Firstly, the exact formula for the first moment of symmetric square L-functions attached to holomorphic cusp forms of level 1 and large weight involves sums of the form (1.12), as shown in [3, Theorem 2.1].
Secondly, studying (1.12) is important for understanding the combinatorial structure of the second moment of the symmetric square L-functions.
Thirdly, this study explores the idea that the spectral decompositions of the sums (1.12) and 
we obtain an asymptotic formula for
with the same error term as in the corresponding analysis of the binary additive divisor problem.
where θ is the best known result towards the Lindelöf hypothesis for Dirichlet L-functions of real primitive characters. The current record θ = 1/6 is due to Conrey and Iwaniec [8] .
Lastly, the investigation of
is ultimately connected to the quality of the error term in the Prime Geodesic Theorem. In particular, it follows from [18] that if (1.15) can be bounded by T for any T ≫ X 2/3 , then
Unfortunately, the required estimate for (1.15) is out of reach by our methods. Nevertheless, we prove a smoothed version of this result.
Theorem 1.4. For any ǫ > 0 and T > X 2/3+ǫ we have
With slightly more careful calculations, it is possible to replace
However, it is unclear how to remove the exponential multiple.
Notation
Define the Mellin transform of f (x) as follows
Let {u j,k : 1 ≤ j ≤ ϑ(k)} be the orthonormal basis of the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight 2k and level 1 consisting of eigenfunctions of all Hecke operators. Any element of this basis has the following Fourier expansion
where
and {t j,k (n)} are the eigenvalues of Hecke operators acting on u j,k (z). Note that
Let us introduce the normalizing coefficient
where Γ(s) is the Gamma function.
Let {u j } be the orthonormal basis of the space of Maass cusp forms consisting of common eigenfunctions of all Hecke operators and the hyperbolic Laplacian. Denote {t j (n)} the eigenvalues of Hecke operators acting on u j and λ j = 1/4 + κ 2 j the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic Laplacian acting on u j .
Any element of this basis has the following Fourier expansion
where K α (x) is the K-Bessel function and
Similarly to the holomorphic case, we have
The normalizing coefficient is given by 
Let F (a, b, c; x) be the Gauss hypergeometric function and
The sum of positive divisors function is defined as
The Lerch zeta function
satisfies the functional equation (see [13] )
Finally, define the Bessel kernel
where J v (x) is the J-Bessel function.
Generalized Kloosterman sums
Define the generalized Kloosterman sum by
where e(x) := exp(2πix) and
Note that S(1, n 1 , n 2 ; q) = S(n 1 , n 2 ; q), where S(n 1 , n 2 ; q) is the classical Kloosterman sum. Lemma 3.2. The sum S(m, n 1 , n 2 ; q) is invariant under any permutation of m, n 1 , n 2 .
Proof. The required property can be derived from the following identity
Lemma 3.3. (Kuznetsov trace formula) Let φ ∈ C 3 (0, ∞) such that for ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 and arbitrary small constant ǫ > 0 we have
Then for all m, n ≥ 1
Applying [14, Lemma 1] to the inner sum and using the identities (2.1) and (2.2), we prove the lemma.
Convolution formula
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. The methods we apply are similar to the ones developed by Kuznetsov in [12] while studying the double zeta function
where a n (c) is the number of integral solutions of
The key idea is to obtain a representation of the generalized Dirichlet L-functions in terms of sums of Kloosterman sums, and then apply the Kuznetsov trace formula.
To guarantee the absolute convergence, we first assume that ℜs > 3/2.
In order to evaluate
, we apply the Mellin transform for ω(n). Consequently, it is required to study the series of the form
Proof. Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions x (mod 2q) of x 2 ≡ n 2 −4l 2 (mod 4q) and the solutions y (mod q) of y 2 + ny + l 2 ≡ 0 (mod q). Therefore,
Consequently,
According to (1.1)
Applying (4.3) and Weil's bound for Kloosterman sums it follows that the sums above are absolutely convergent. Changing the order of summation and using (4.2), we obtain
In order to simplify the expression proved in the previous lemma, we need the following result.
Proof. Note that q a,b=1
The inner sum can be expressed in terms of Ramanujan sums as follows
.
Combining all the results, we express the sums of the generalized Dirichlet L-functions in terms of sums of Kloosterman sums. 
dα, where δ < 1.
Proof. Applying Lemma 4.1 we obtain for σ > 1 the following expression
Moving the contour of integration to −ǫ for an arbitrary small ǫ > 0, we cross a pole at α = 1. Therefore,
By Lemma 4.2 we have (1 + s) .
Applying the functional equation (2.5) for the Lerch zeta function, we obtain q a,b=1
2 )e − na + nb q
Note that −ie(α/4) + ie(−α/4) = 2 sin πα 2 .
Therefore,
S(l 2 , n, n; q) n 1−α . 
Substituting (4.7) and (4.8) to (4.6), we obtain
Applying equation (4.5), the assertion follows.
According to [16, Eqs. 5.5.3, 5.5.5, 5.9.6] the following identity holds for 0 < ℜs < 1 (4.9)
Applying (4.5), (4.9) and the Mellin inversion formula [16, Eq. 1.14.36], we obtain (1.7). In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we evaluate the sums of Kloosterman sums in (4.4) by using the Kuznetsov trace formula given by equation (3.2). It follows from (2.1) that
Analogously,
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 for ℜs > 3/2. By analytic continuation the convolution formula is valid for ℜs > 1.
Some properties of the weight functions
In this section we study the weight functions appearing in Theorem 1.1, namely g(ω; s; k) and h(ω; s; k). Properties of these functions are important for the analytic continuation of the convolution formula in Theorem 1.1 to regions containing the special points s = 1 and s = 1/2. Lemma 5.1. For 1 − 2k < ℜs < 3/2 We have g(ω; s; k) = g 1 (ω; s; k) + g 2 (ω; s; k), where
Proof. According to (1.7) and (1.8) the following holds
where g 1 (ω; s; k) corresponds to the integral over y ≥ 2l and g 2 (ω; s; k) corresponds to the integral over y > 2l. First, consider g 2 (ω; s; k). Applying [10, Eq. 6.699(2)], we have for 1 − 2k < ℜs < 3/2
Applying [16, Eqs. 5.5.3, 5.4.6], we obtain (5.2). Second, consider g 1 (ω; s; k). Using [10, Eq. 6.699(2)], we have for 1 − 2k < ℜs < 3/2
Applying [16, Eq. 5.5.5] to Γ(2k + s − 1), we obtain (5.1).
Lemma 5.2. For 0 < ℜs < 3/2 we have (5.3) h(ω; s; r) = h 1 (ω; s; r) + h 1 (ω; s; −r) + h 2 (ω; s; r), where
F (s/2 + ir, s/2 + 1/2 + ir, 1 + 2ir; 4l 2 /x 2 )dx,
Proof. According to (1.7) and (1.9) we have h(ω; s; r) = 2π
where k 0 (x, v) is the K-Bessel kernel. Using (2.6), we obtain (5.3) with
Let us consider the function h 2 (ω; s; r). Applying [10, Eq. 6.699 (2)], we obtain for 0 < ℜs < 3/2
Using [16, Eq. 5.5.3] for Γ(1 − s/2 ± ir) and [16, Eq. 5.4.6], we prove (5.5).
Let us consider the function h 1 (ω; s; r). Using [10, Eq. 6.699(2)], we have for 0 < ℜs < 3/2
Applying [16, Eq. 5.5.5] for Γ(s + 2ir), we obtain (5.4).
Remark 5.3. It is possible to obtain other representations for the test functions h(ω; s; r) and g(ω; s; k). For example, instead of using Lemma 3.3 one can apply a version of the Kuznetsov formula proved by Chamizo and Raboso in [6] . This approach might yield simpler expressions that are based solely on the Fourier type integrals.
Corollary 5.4. Assume that l = 1. Then
Proof. Specializing equation ( 
, we obtain
It follows from [16, Eq. 4.37.19] that
Substituting this into the integral and making the change of variables
we obtain (5.6). The proof of (5.7) is similar.
Corollary 5.5. For ℜs ≤ 1 we have
Proof. Specializing equation (5.3) to r = (s − 1)/(2i) gives h ω; s;
Applying [16, Eq. 15.4.6 ] to compute the hypergeometric functions yields the lemma. Proof. Using the inversion formula for the cosine Fourier transform [16, Eqs. 1.14.9, 1.14.11], we obtain
6. Analytic continuation 6.1. Convolution formula at the point s = 1. The analytic continuation of the convolution formula to the region containing the special point s = 1 is quite delicate because of the presence of ζ(s) in the continuous spectrum (1.4). In particular, it is required to show that the integral in (1.4) vanishes at s = 1. With this goal, we let l = 1 and use Corollary 5.4. As a result, we establish the explicit formula given by Theorem 1.2, relating norms of prime geodesics to moments of symmetric-square L-functions. In order to prove Theorem 1.2, it is required to continue analytically Z C (s) given by (1.4).
Lemma 6.1. Let ω(x) = 0 for x ≤ 2. We have
Proof. Consider
Our goal is to show that the pole of ζ(s) at s = 1 is compensated by the vanishing integral (see Lemma 5.6) . Making the change of variables z := 2ir, we have
The integrand has poles at z = ±(s−1) and also at the zeros of ζ(1±z). By Cauchy's theorem
where the contour of integration is defined as
, and γ 2 is a semicircle of radius δ > 0 with a center at −iℑs for ℜz < 0. The parameter δ is chosen such that all zeros of ζ(1 + z) are located to the left of C δ .
The next step is to compute the limit when s tends to 1. Evaluating the limit for the second summand, we find
For simplicity, let
Then the limit of the first summand can be found as follows
Note that the expression
is analytic at z = 0. Now moving the contour back to ℜz = 0 without crossing any poles and making the change of variables r := z/(2i), we obtain
Note that the summand with log π disappeared because it is identically zero by Lemma 5.6. The convergence of the first integral follows from (5.6) using the integration by parts. The last thing to verify is that the integral ω(x) 2x
Integrating by parts, one shows that all integrals in h 4 (ω; r) are of rapid decay. Now consider h 3 (ω; r). Using [16, Eq. 15.6 .1], we obtain
(1 − 4y/x 2 ) 1/2+s/2+ir .
Differentiating the above with respect to s at the point 1, changing the order of integration over x and y, computing the integral over x by parts, we prove that h 3 (ω; r) is also of rapid decay. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. Now Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 6.1. For this, it is required to show the convergence of all series and integrals in Z H (1) and Z D (1). In the case of Z H (1), this is a consequence of (5.7). In the case of Z D (1), the convergence follows from (5.6) using the integration by parts formula.
6.2. Convolution formula at the point s = 1/2. Next, we derive a convolution formula at the special point s = 1/2. With this goal, we first continue the formula to the region ℜs < 1, s = 1/2. Theorem 6.2. Assume that ℜs < 1, s = 1/2 and ω(2l) = 0. Then
where Z C (s), Z H (s), Z D (s) are defined by (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6).
Proof. In order to obtain the analytic continuation to the region ℜs < 1, we only need to consider Z C (s). Therefore, it is required to prove the analytic continuation of the following integral (see (1.4))
The integrand has poles at z = ±(s−1) and also at the zeros of ζ(1±z). Thus taking sufficiently small δ > 0 we can change the contour of integration without crossing any poles to
and γ 2 is a semicircle of radius δ > 0 with a center at −iℑs for ℜz > 0, γ 4 is a semicircle of radius δ > 0 with a center at iℑs for ℜz < 0. This yields the analytic continuation of Z C (s) to the region ℜs > 1 − δ. Now changing the contour of integration back to the line ℜz = 0 and applying Cauchy's theorem, we get
Note that we used the fact that h(ω; s; r) is the even function in r, which is a consequence of Lemma 5.2. This yields the analytic continuation to ℜs < 1. Using Corollary 5.5, the assertion follows.
Now we extend the region to s = 1/2 by letting s = 1/2 + u and computing the limit as u tends to zero.
are defined by (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6).
Proof. Consider equation (6.1) with s = 1/2 + u. Using the functional equation for the Riemann zeta function
and the functional equation for Γ(u), the main terms in equation (6.1) give the following
Note that the expression above is holomorphic at u = 0. Letting u → 0 and using the L'Hôpital rule, we prove the theorem.
Applications
This section is devoted to proving Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. In order to do this we need some preliminary results.
First, we recall the subconvexity estimate for the generalized Dirichlet L-functions. For n = 0 and any ǫ > 0 we have
where θ is a subconvexity exponent for the Dirichlet L-functions of real primitive characters. See [3, Lemma 4.2] for details. It follows from the result of Conrey and Iwaniec [8] that θ = 1/6. Second, we need the following lemma. Third, we prove the uniform approximation formula for the special case of the Gauss hypergeometric function. Next, we investigate the moments of generalized Dirichlet L-functions in long and short intervals.
Theorem 7.4. Let ω(x) be an infinitely differentiable function such that ω(x) = 1 for T < x < X − T , ω(x) = 0 for x > X and x < T /2. On the other hand, application of Corollary 7. for some c > 0. Therefore, Z H (1/2) ≪ 1.
7.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. To remove the dependence on ω(n) in Theorem 7.4, we use the subconvexity estimate (7.1), obtaining the additional error term O X 2θ T . Choosing T = X 2/3−4θ/3 , we prove the asymptotic expansion (1.14). .
